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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. It's usually Toyota compact pickups that first
spring to mind when talking longevity or off-road ability, but Nissan's compact trucks have
some credibility in those areas as well, as demonstrated by this Nissan Hardbody Desert
Runner pickup. We will admit to having totally forgotten about this original Desert Runner â€”
or, more accurately, having never been aware of it. The nameplate was resurrected for and an
off-road-themed 4x2 Frontier offered from to and again from to This model reportedly was a
one-year-only special edition that was built to commemorate Nissan's off-road racing effort,
which included running in the Baja , the Gold Coast , and the Mint The standard Nissan 3. The
package includes inch tires on chunky triangle-styled wheels, a bed-mounted spare tire, a front
push bar with driving lights, a front skid plate, tubular step bars, a roll bar with more driving
lights, and a tailgate net. It's believed 1, were made. Of those, we don't know how many survive,
but it might be more than a few if the longevity of this example is anything to go by.
Impressively, this pickup has traveled nearly , miles. True, it has undergone some restoration.
The clutch, power steering pump, and timing belt have been replaced by the selling dealer. The
truck has also received new upholstery, a repaint in its original white, and replacement
graphics. A lifetime spent in Alabama has helped keep rust at bay. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Joe Lorio. Share 0 Comments. Nissan Truck Off-Road
Classics. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank
You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. This led to Nissan winning the
constructor's championship and 12 Hours of Sebring in and Although the engine block was
similar, the GTP ZX-Turbo's engine was extensively modified to cope with the stress of racing.
In , Nissan Motors named Electramotive Engineering as their official North American racing
development arm in an attempt to establish Nissan in the United States following phase out of
the Datsun name. Electramotive would maintain, modify, and field the cars. Nissan and
Electramotive turned to Lola Cars International to build chassis for the new car to their
specifications. The first two chassis, 1 and 2 , termed "Lola T", were completed in early This
year's races were primarily used for development of the new car in preparation for One more T
chassis, 3 was constructed by Lola, sold to Japan but then sent to, and adapted by
Electramotive by the end of Modifications to the cars eventually reached the point that
Electramotive began to construct their own chassis to replace the older cars rather than rely on
Lola for cockpit tubs. A total of five Electramotive-built tubs were completed in Electramotive
later became Nissan Performance Technology Inc. The first Lola T would be completed soon
after the season had begun, with that initial chassis making its competition debut at Laguna
Seca. Electramotive founder Don Devendorf and co-driver Tony Adamowicz took the car to
eleventh place, seven laps down from the race winner. Following a heavy accident in practice at
Charlotte , the car would not return until late in the season. The car had a ninth-place finish at
Sears Point before mechanical problems did not allow the car to finish any of the remaining
races that season. Nissan choose to skip several rounds of the season in order to concentrate
on development, including the 24 Hours of Daytona and 12 Hours of Sebring. The newly named
GTP ZX-Turbo made its season debut in the streets of Miami, but this was followed by a string
of problems in the future rounds. The car would eventually be able to finish at Mid-Ohio with a
career best of seventh, but Electramotive would be able to improve on this with the car showing
its first true potential of the season, fighting with the leaders at Portland and eventually coming
home in third with Geoff Brabham at the helm. This would be immediately followed at the next
round with a fourth-place finish. The success would not last though, as mechanical problems
would render the car unable to finish for several rounds. The final race of the season in the
streets of Columbus would see a distant fifth place, earning Nissan seventh in the constructor's
championship with their points total. However, lessons learned from the previous season as
well as testing during the winter had allowed Electramotive to greatly improve the car. Nissan's
success would be short lived though as the next rounds at Road Atlanta and Riverside would
see the car failing to finish due to clutch failure and an accident respectively. Electramotive

would be able to overcome these problems at Laguna Seca with a fifth, before problems
returned at Mid-Ohio. Electramotive would be unable to find much success until the final round
of the season at Del Mar , with the GTP ZX-Turbo closing the season with a sixth-place finish.
Although Nissan managed to take an improved fifth in the constructor's championship, they still
earned only a sixth of the total points that champion Porsche had. Following their first ever
victory, the Nissan program was expanded greatly in with plans for a two car team, although
this would be delayed due to accidents in practice with the second car. Starting with a
disappointing eighth at Miami, the GTP ZX-Turbo would begin its streak of successes that
would help the car become a threat to the top teams. Beginning at their next race at Road
Atlanta, the car defeated the factory Jaguar team by a mere four seconds. This success was
mostly due to a technology developed in the turbocharger which allowed it an advantage over
the naturally aspirated engines used in other prototypes. The second car for the team was
finally able to compete at Portland, and in a dominant performance the two cars swept the top
spots. Although the next round would see one car finish in eighth, the other team car would
manage to yet again take the race win. Only at the street race in San Antonio would the GTP
ZX-Turbo's eight race win streak come to an end, with the lone entered car suffering electrical
problems. The cars would return to winning form at Columbus, before the final round saw
Nissan being defeated once again, with Derek Daly managing to bring one of the team cars
home with a best of only fourth. Although Nissan managed to win nine of the fourteen rounds
that the GTP class competed in that season, the decision by Electramotive to skip the 24 Hours
of Daytona and 12 Hours of Sebring hurt Nissan's ability to win the constructor's championship.
With only three wins, Porsche's points earned at the races Nissan missed allowed them to win
the championship by a mere point. However, as consolation, Nissan's Geoff Brabham would win
the drivers championship by a large margin. Wishing to overcome their narrow defeat in ,
Electramotive and Nissan would fight hard to win the elusive championship in Nissan wisely
chose to participate in the 24 Hours of Daytona and 12 Hours of Sebring, even though the
reliability of the cars was in question. Indeed, Nissan's fears were realized when neither car
managed to finish at Daytona, although one did last the bulk of the race. With the car's
endurance proven, the car took victory at Road Atlanta. Although problems took away victory
on the streets of Palm Beach, the cars began a winning streak once again, taking victories at
Lime Rock, Mid-Ohio, Mosport , and Road America. The team had to settle for second and third
at Portland as Jaguar's new car began to show its pace. Defeat came once again at Tampa,
while the cars would also not be able to win the season finale at Del Mar. With ten victories in
comparison to Jaguar's three, Nissan was able to easily win the constructor's championship,
the first time anyone besides Porsche had won it since the GTP class had been created in Geoff
Brabham edged out Chip Robinson for his second drivers championship. As the defending
champions, Nissan realized that the aged GTP ZX-Turbo was now the prime target of all other
competitors, leading them to begin development on the car's replacement. The team would also
improve on their performance at Sebring by not only taking the race win, but also second for the
other team car. Lime Rock would also see Nissan defeated, yet Mid-Ohio would have the
company back on top. Geoff Brabham would take his third drivers championship as well. This
time however the car managed sixth place, 13 laps behind the winning Porsche The car would
be retired as the team moved on to a Porsche. Following the retirement of the GTP ZX-Turbo in ,
one of the former works chassis would be taken to Europe to participate in the Interserie
championship in Although quick, the car would struggle to complete races. This would lead to it
being quickly abandoned. Debuting at a time when Nissan was phasing out the Datsun brand in
the United States, the GTP ZX-Turbo was used by the company to promote their ability to
produce sporty, advanced cars. This led to the GTP ZX-Turbos being used in television and
print advertisements for the whole Nissan brand, but also specifically the ZX with which it
shared its engine. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article includes a list of
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Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. The Prairie had a very flexible
seating capability and sliding rear doors on both sides of the vehicle, with a liftgate in the back.
The name " prairie " was derived from French which means an extensive area of relatively flat
grassland, similar to " steppe " or " savanna ". When the third generation of this vehicle was
introduced in Japan, it was renamed initially Prairie Liberty , with the "Prairie" name eventually

dropped in November This vehicle was replaced with the Nissan Lafesta in The Nissan Prairie,
known in Canada as the Multi and the United States as the Stanza Wagon , was equipped with a
four-cylinder engine, with either a manual or automatic transmission. Available with front wheel
drive or optional four wheel drive, the vehicle had rear passenger sliding doors on both sides of
the vehicle, and a folding rear seat, designed to increase the carrying capacity of the passenger
compartment. The rear tailgate opened upwards as one complete unit, in a similar fashion to a
hatchback or station wagon. It was available with five seats, though seven and eight were also
available in some markets. It was developed from the Nissan Sunny platform, while using the
powertrain from the Nissan Stanza. It was a companion model to the more traditional cabover
Nissan Vanette , offering buyers a choice of appearance and flexibility. Some reviewers
commented that when driven hard, undesirable body characteristics were exhibited, possibly
due to the combination of missing B-pillar and torsion beam rear suspension. The first
generation Prairies were innovative vehicles - featuring no B-pillar between the front and rear
doors instead the interlocking front and sliding rear doors locked onto both the floor and roof of
the vehicle ; front seatbelts mounted on the doors excluding the US versions that facilitated a
totally unimpeded side entrance; front seats that could be slid all the way to the front of the
passenger compartment and fully reclined; rear seats that could not only be folded away
conventionally, but could also be reclined fully to make a double bed in combination with the
front seats ; rear window winders that folded into themselves to prevent catching when the
doors were slid open ; tailgate that opened past the floor of the very low and flat luggage
compartment the center section of the rear bumper was mounted on the tailgate ; optional
front-facing third row of seats. It was originally launched in Japan with a 1. A four-wheel drive
version followed later in the car's life. An extensive accessories and options list was available in
the Japanese Domestic Market, including a kit that effectively turned the vehicle into a
campervan. In January a facelifted version was introduced, with slightly modified engines.
These later cars received a new grille treatment and an entirely redesigned rear end: the bumper
was now mounted separately to provide more stability after earlier versions had come under
criticism for being much too flexible. This redesign also included taller, flush-fit rear side
windows. A 4WD model had been planned from the beginning, [2] but the original bodyshell's
lack of rigidity made Nissan rethink the concept. The vehicle was launched as the Datsun Prairie
in Europe and was rebranded to Nissan along with the rest of the range from , at first featuring
"Datsun by Nissan" badging and then solely "Nissan" badging from However, as Prairie was a
slow but steady seller, some instrument clusters remained with the Datsun script featuring on
the centre of the speedometer. Nissan tried, with partial success, to cover over the script a grey
sticker over the plastic fascia of the instruments, rather than on the speedometer itself. The 1.
From the facelift larger front lights, larger front indicators with additional side repeat indicators,
trim improvements, redesigned rear tail light clusters onwards the UK model was available
either in 1. The Prairie was sold with a 3-year , mile warranty and a 6-year anti-corrosion
warranty. The European 1. Four-wheel-drive was introduced along with the larger engine. The
second generation of the Prairie was introduced September and marketed as the Axxess in
North America. To meet concerns that the original bodyshell was too weak, the platform used
was upgraded from the smaller Nissan Sunny to the larger Nissan Bluebird. The engines were
correspondingly bigger as well. The second generation Prairie lost some of the innovative
features that made the first generation standout - the B-pillar was reinstated, the torsion beam
rear suspension was replaced with a more conventional coil setup which prevented the rear
seats from reclining. The vehicle sold for six years â€”95 in Canada, but only in in the United
States. The US version had motorized automatic seatbelts while the Canadian versions had
manual belts. North American models only offered the larger 2. The Prairie came with optional
AWD and a 2. In Japan, Nissan stretched the rear of the vehicle to better accommodate third
seat passengers and load carrying, calling the vehicle the Prairie Joy and offering the vehicle in
August Conversions offered a raised roof over the passenger space up to the rear hatch. As of
May , anti-lock brakes and driver and front passenger airbags were offered, along with
ultraviolet restricting tinted glass. For this generation, the car's name was changed to Nissan
Liberty. It has rear sliding doors and was available with either front wheel drive or all wheel
drive. Some of the issues buyers had with the Prairie was its appearance and performance, so
the styling was given more attention, and Nissan's Autech division punched up its performance
image, by offering the Liberty Rider that replaced the Axis trim package. Front wheel drive
vehicles were only available with the CVT transmission. Styling and luxury items offered on the
larger Nissan Elgrand were also offered on the Liberty. From June 19, Nissan offered a rear door
that swung up electrically, with a platform that extended out for passengers that used a
wheelchair, and by remote control. The sliding doors were offered with an electrically opening
feature on both sides from May 7, A facelift appeared in September and various appearance

packages were offered to update the appearance until sales ended in December , and replaced
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ZX. Up for auction is this rare and awesome Nissan zx turbo shiro. Shiro is Japanese for white.
In the the spring of 88 Nissan made of these this is and is in exceptional condition for its years.
This is the most desirable of the Z31 generation ZXs and to even find one in restorable
condition is almost impossible. This car needs very little to be pristine it runs drives and shifts
perfectly. Everything seems to be in working order except the cassette player. Rust free frame
and body. If you know these cars you know what you are bidding on. If you don't google it and
you will see how rare and desirable this classic beauty is. Please do not bid on this car if you do
not fully intend on owning it. Good luck and happy bidding. Don't hesitate to ask questions
before bidding. I do not know what the title issue is all about no accidents reported will come
with a bill of sale which is all that is needed in NH and many other states. For sale by owner;
Maroon, Nissan ZX in excellent condition. Clean title. Sold as is. Local pickup or buyer arranges
for transportation. Two owner car purchased from a Nissan dealer in middle TN in Car has been
regularly serviced during the 28 years I've owned it. There are no mechanical problems with the
car and everything works as it is supposed to. Never been smoked in and the cigarette lighter is
essentially new. The air conditional system was replaced in it's entirety and now uses Ra
refrigerant. I did retain the original radio and it will go with the vehicle. In addition to the owner's
manual in the glovebox, I have the Nissan Serice Manual for the vehicle and that will go with the
car as well. Vehicle has T-Tops with inserts and storage sleeves for stowing in the rear of the
vehicle. Original space saver spare with inflation can and jack is in rear storage as well. Vehicle
has a clear title. Buyer must provide either cash or a cashier's check at purchase. Buyer will
assume all costs of picking up and transporting the vehicle when sold. Matching numbers with
fully documented history of maintenance mostly from Nissan Dealership. Recently replaced
motor mounts, drive line and fuel pump. Since it spent most of its life in Dallas, Texas, there is
no rust. Upgraded wheels. Has 8-way power driver seat. Comes with Dealership repair manual
including full electrical diagrams. Also has original sticker from original purchase. The fuel
gauge does not work. Payment type Bank check, Money order. Buyer must arrange shipping.
This car runs, shifts and drives like new! Turbo, intercooler, eibach springs, new bushings,
alpine flip stereo Body , miles, engine 60, Custom paint,flames painted, excellent condition. This
Nissan ZX has Key-less entry automatic transmission power windows locks. T Tops are water
tight! The runs and drives very well. Non smoker, nicely equipped and a great way to get in to
the collector car market without dumping a ton of money. These cars are on there way up in
value and this one is very nice, with shiny paint and clean interior. The only negative is the gas
gauge seams to be a little off, everything else is currently working. Car was rustproofed when
new, comes with t-top sun shades and storage bags and still has it's factory tool kit and jack.
All in all a very nice and clean driver. Terms of the auction are as follows,While we do our best
to describe all cars accurately, all collector cars as is this one, are sold as is where is with no
warranties expressed or implied. You may inspect this vehicle during the auction by
appointment, not afterwards. Call anytime at Please ask questions if you have them before

bidding as we do not do discounts or refunds, and we always encourage you to come see the
vehicle in person if possible. Please expect normal wear and tear for a 27 year old vehicle. This
car is for sale locally so we reserve the right to end the auction early for local sale. Once the
first bid has been placed it will sell on ebay, No Exceptions!!! Car should be picked up within 10
days. Shipping or pick up is at the buyers expense but we will make ourselves available for your
shipper. Car is located in Bucyrus, Ohio. The doc fee will be waived for a buy it now purchase.
Thanks and good luck. I have only had this car a month I bought it for my son on impluse. He
wants a truck. The car is in fair condition for the year, it has been sitting on my driveway since I
bought it. This car is currently on the road, although it never leaves the driveway. Pros- Car
runs good- Turbo Works- Passenger side Recaro seat has no rips and is in good condition- Has
original front spoiler- Interior is in overall good condition except for drivers seat- Changed all
vacuum hoses- Previous owner did Timing Belt and Tune up- All gauges work Cons- Drivers
seat is ripped- Rust on both rear quarter panels- Passenger side door is keyed- Front bumper
has paint damage- Tires need to be replacedThe SS package was available on 88 models only.
Special features only available on the SSpearl white paintwhite wheelsrecaro seatsviscous LSD
instead of the standard clutch LSDlower air dam in fronthigher-rate springsSS specific
non-adjustable shockThere were no options available on the SS, they all came with a manual
transmission, analog dash, t tops, and a mostly black interior. If a car is different than this then
it is not an SS model. Lacking the digital dash and fancy radio, power seats, and adjustable
shocks they are slightly lighter than your normal turbo. I reserve the right to end this listing at
anytime. This is a California, 1 owner, exceedingly well maintained gem that has never been
driven hard or abused. Do not hesitate to reach me via phone: Some tree and pavement
reflections from the sun. I can assist with shipping, as I have a contact in the industry. Let me
know if you need a quote. It belongs on a car hauler. It has been meticulously cared for and
garage kept. For a Nissan purist, it is definitely a great piece of history. All systems on point and
function as they should, including the clock. Have all service records since new see pic. The
Charcoal metallic has an amazing 27 year old shine. It was Rust coated when new, so paint is
well preserved. The moldings, handles, window glass, lettering, roof panels, covers, rubber
seals, and all other exterior features are in super condition. The wheels are clean and the
Dunlop tires have almost new tread. It drives straight down the road with zero issues. As you
can see in the pics, the seats have always been covered and all fabric is in perfect shape. The
door panels, t-top bags, t-top inserts, dash no cracks , center console, faceplates, etc. The orig.
The spare, tools, jack, inflator canister, bolts are still in place. Mechanically, it starts, idles, and
drives smoothly as you would expect of "well-oiled" machine. The Turbo spools out just like it
did from day 1 and the suspension has 3 different ride settings. All of the other mechanical
functions are on point. Nissan parts always used. You will get your fair share of compliments
every time it is seen on the road. It lets you compare similar vehicles with ease. It reduces the
risk in buying a used vehicle. AutoCheck receives its accident data from government sources
and independent agencies, and based on the information available to us, we have found that no
accidents have been reported on this vehicle. Not all accidents or damage events are reported
to AutoCheck. When reported to AutoCheck, these events can indicate serious past damage or
other significant problems, and disqualifies the vehicle for AutoCheck Buyback Protection.
Check the Vehicle Use and Event Check for reported accidents that can affect vehicle safety and
value. AutoCheck uses business rules to determine if reported odometer readings are
significantly less than previously reported values. Not all reported odometer readings are used.
Title and auction events also report odometer tampering or breakage. Other events show if the
vehicle has a reported accident and how many calculated accidents or if it has been reported
stolen or repossessed. It is recommended to have pre-owned vehicles inspected by a third party
prior to purchase. Glass T-Tops. No Dash Cracks. Removable Glass T-Tops. Perfect for any Z
Enthusiast. Great Price as Well. No Fees for Out of State Buyers. Thanks for Looking. This is an
awesome car to own, drive, and simply look at. I am easier to reach via phone Please leave a
message if I am not available and I will return your call. Car has always been garage stored and
only used part time. It comes from our non-smoking home. It has been meticulously cared for,
never left outside in the rain, or driven in inclement weather. Be the envy of other owners when
you pull up at Nissan shows or enjoy it on Sundays. The Champagne Pearl paint shines like it
was still There is no body damage or accidents, and it was Ziebarted when new. All of the
moldings, handles, window glass, lettering, roof panels, rubber seals, and all other exterior
features are in super condition. The wheels have no abuse and the tires have are almost new. It
drives straight down the road. The exterior is a solid 9. On the inside, the Tan interior still looks,
feels, and smells like new. As you can see in the pics, the seats have always been covered and
the flooring is crisp. The door panels, t-top bags, sun shields, dash, center console, faceplates,
etc. It still has the orig. The spare tire compartment still has the orig. The interior is a 9.

Mechanically, it starts, idles, and drives smoothly as you would expect a "well-oiled" machine
would. All of the other mechanical functions are point on. Pictures shown with varying degrees
of light, but nothing is faded, worn, or discolored. If you are looking for an unmolested, hard to
find , here you go. These cars are few and far between and will surely appreciate in the years to
come. I think it is priced very fairly based on trying to find one to begin with. Let's put it this
way, there is no way anyone would be disappointed in this car. Elk Grove, CA. Federal Way, WA.
Monroeville, PA. South Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Cars for Sale Nissan zx. Nissan : ZX GS!!! Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Nissan Category
Beta Hatchback ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Nissan Instrument Cluster. Nissan Wiper Arm. Nissan Headlight. Nissan Power
Window Switch. Nissan Cabin Air Filter. Nissan Headlight Bulb. Nissan Wiper Blade. Nissan
Blower Motor Resistor. Nissan Oil Filter. Nissan Drive Belt. Nissan Rod Bearing. Nissan Timing
Chain. Nissan Intake Manifold Gasket. Nissan Timing Chain Tensioner. Nissan Valve Cover
Gasket. Nissan Timing Chain Guide. Nissan Shock Absorber. Nissan Coil Springs. Nissan Wheel
Bearing. Nissan Wheel Cover. Nissan Control Arm. Nissan Sway Bar Bushing. Nissan Coil
Spring Insulator. Nissan Steering Knuckle. Nissan Engine Control Module. Nissan Spark Plug.
Nissan Oxygen Sensor. Nissan Camshaft Position Sensor. Nissan Alternator. Nissan Knock
Sensor. Nissan Ignition Coil. Nissan EGR Valve. Nissan Radiator. Nissan Catalytic Converter.
Nissan Water Pump. Nissan Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Nissan Exhaust Pipe. Nissan Thermostat.
Nissan Thermostat Housing. Nissan Radiator Hose. Nissan Air Filter. Nissan Fuel Pump. Nissan
Mass Air Flow Sensor. Nissan Fuel Tank. Nissan Throttle Body. Nissan Throttle Cable. Nissan
Fuel Pressure Regulator. Nissan Fuel Filter. Nissan Emblem. Nissan Seat Belt. Nissan Door
Lock Actuator. Nissan Door Handle. Nissan Power Steering Hose. Nissan Steering Wheel.
Nissan Brake Pad Set. Nissan Window Regulator. Nissan Shift Cable. Nissan Axle Shaft. Nissan
Power Steering Pump. Nissan Ignition Switch. Nissan Bumper. Nissan Lift Support. Nissan
Floor Mats. Nissan Shift Knob. Nissan Armrest. Nissan Relay. Nissan Seat Cover. Nissan Cup
Holder. Nissan Rear View Mirror. Nissan Seat Belt Extender. Nissan Wheels. Nissan License
Plate Frame. Nissan Wheel Locks. Nissan Mirror Cover. Nissan Portable Charge Cable. Nissan
Bed Extender. Nissan Hood Deflector. Nissan Fog Lights. Nissan Nismo Apparel. Nissan Nismo
Merchandise. Nissan Nismo Sticker. Nissan Nismo Emblem. Nissan Nismo Exhaust. Nissan
Nismo Spoiler. Nissan Fasteners. Shop for Nissan Parts. Other Popular Nissan Parts. Other
Popular Nissan Accessories. Until after a year, the company changed its name to Nissan Motor
Co. Up till today, Nissan has been recognized as the sixth largest auto manufacturer in the
world. Nissan's success attributes to its innovation technology and creativity over the years. In
late 20th century, combination of the twin energy crises and all-wheel drive cars achieved much
fame and success to the company. The all-wheel drive Nissan GT-R is recognized as one of the
best cars in the world. In , the all-electric car called Nissan Leaf was first introduced, which is
environmentally-friendly and will achieve Nissan's competitive force in the future years. Keep
your vehicle smart and steady with Nissan genuine parts and accessories. A complete catalog
of Nissan-backed parts are available here at NissanPartsDeal. Have your job done from our
online store in your comfortable room or office. Featured Nissan Models. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Toggle Navigation. Parts Accessories Merchandise
Nismo Blog. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Online only. Restrictions apply. Home Nissan A Nissan
combines innovation and efficiency with uncompromised driving enjoyment. Repairing or
updating your Nissan with OEM parts ensures that same excitement for the full life of your
Nissan. Max
yukon 2014
youtube s6
2004 honda accord
ima Sentra. Parts Categories. Upgrade your Nissan with innovative technology additions.
Explore more with the right accessories for your Nissan. Enhance and upgrade the aesthetic of
your Nissan. Add protection and comfort to your drive with interior accessories. Experience
ultimate Nissan performance inspired by the race track. Truck and Towing. Nissan Merchandise
Collections. Showcase the enthusiasm you have for Nissan performance and innovation with
the Nissan Merchandise Collection. Featured Parts and Accessories. Nismo Badge Emblem.
OEM Parts for your Nissan. Our nationwide network of dealers has all the high-quality OEM
parts to ensure your Nissan continues to impress for years to come. Distance: Shop Now. Legal
Privacy Policy Warranty. Dealer sets actual price. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained

on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

